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g.

h.

(7)

(8)

(9)

Economic development rate adjustment: The monthly billing under this schedule shall be adjusted to include any

economic development rate reduction for which customer qualifies, in accordance with section 30-18(a)(9).

Facility charge: Where the installation of excessive new facilities is required, or where the city

provides substation facilities to serve the customer, the city may require a facility charge to

compensate for the additional expense of facilities.

Metering: Where the available line voltage is thirteen thousand eight hundred (13,800) volts or

higher, metering will be at such voltage, or, at the city's option, metering will be on the low voltage

side of the service transformer, and, in such case, the metered quantities will be increased by one

(1) and one-half (½) percent for billing purposes.

Minimum bill: The minimum monthly billing under this rate shall be equal to the billing demand

charge for current billing period, or seventy-five (75) percent of the highest demand charge in the

preceding eleven (11) billing periods, whichever is greater, plus any facility charge owed to the city.

Industrial (contract)service—IC: This schedule is applicable to any commercial, industrial or

institutional customer for general lighting or power purposes, and whose total electric load is one

thousand five hundred (1,500) KW or greater.

The terms and conditions of any agreement for industrial service shall be specified in an agreement

executed between said customer and the city.

Power cost adjustment: The following power cost adjustment shall apply to all categories of service

rates. There shall be added to each monthly bill for service an adjustment per kilowatt-hour based

upon costs incurred by the city to provide energy into its electrical transmission and distribution

system. This factor shall be calculated by a formula designed to capture those costs incurred by the

city for the purchase, transmission, generation or monitoring of power for the system. The formula

may also account for system losses and over or under recovery of revenue or expenses for the

preceding twelve-month period.

The formula shall basically be calculated as follows: The energy charge shall be equal to the average

cost per KWH of fuel and/or purchased energy delivered to the city's electric generating plant during

the second preceding calendar month, the average cost of fuel and/or purchased energy being based

on the net energy supplied to the city's plant bus, adjusted for system losses.

Economic development rate adjustment: The following economic development rate adjustment shall

apply to those electrical service customers who fall within the schedule for industrial service or

industrial contract service (subsections 30-18(6) and (7) above).

The power cost adjustment included in the industrial customer's monthly billing shall be adjusted to

reflect the reduction in the low costs wholesale power cost to the city, if any, from its supplier of

purchased power and energy, in association with customer's qualification for any economic

development rate. The amount of the adjustment and the terms and conditions in connection

therewith shall be in accordance with the terms and conditions under which said economic

development rate adjustment is provided to the city by its supplier of purchased power and energy,

including but not limited to any low cost energy that the city may have available by separate contract

which is administered by the supplier of purchased power and energy.
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